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build security into their devices at

the outset, rather than as an
afterthought.

As part of the security by design
process, companies should

consider:

Security

(1) conducting a privacy or security risk
assessment; (2) minimizing the data they
collect and

(2) minimizing the data they collect and retain

(3) testing their security measures before
launching their products.

personnel practices,

service providers that are capable of maintaining

identify significant risks within their systems, t

monitor and patch known vulnerabilities.

Data Minimization

Notice and Choice

. Legislation General data security legislation should protect

against unauthorized access to both personal
information and device functionality itself.

legislation should be flexible and

FTC INitiatives

• Law enforcement:

• Consumer and business education:

Participation in multi-stakeholder groups:

Advocacy:

Research To read

Benefit Examples

health care

mobile app can

connected cars existing smartphone

sensors can be used to
infer users “sensitive

behavior patterns

mood; stress levels; personality

type; bipolar disorder;

demographics (e.g., gender,

marital status, job status, age);

smoking habits; overall

well-being; progression of

Parkinson’s

disease; sleep patterns;

happiness; levels of exercise;

and types of physical activity or

movement.

companies might use this

data to make credit,
insurance, and

employment decisions

fitness tracker solely for

wellness-related purposes,

FCRA Microsoft announced

Microsoft Health, a
“cloud-based

Intel announced a “new platform

Risks

Vulnerabilities

HP, INTERNET OF THINGS RESEARCH STUDY 5 (2014),

Risks

PRIVACY RISKS

involve the direct collection of sensitive
personal information such as

Fair Information Practice Principles

Lack of warning

Balancing Risks by Doing

the following

As part of a data
minimization exercise

opt-in choices at the time
of purchase in “[p]lain

language and multiple
choices of levels

enable consumers to
aggregate choices into

“packets

participants advocated for
an increased focus on

certain types of use
restrictions to

protect consumer data.1

“shifting responsibility
away from data subject to

data users

“tag” data with its
appropriate uses so that

automated

processes could identify and flag

inappropriate uses.1

Focusing on responsible
use also holds data

collectors and users
accountable for how they

manage the data and any
harms it causes, rather

than narrowly defining
their responsibility to

whether they properly
obtained consent at the

Security Assessment take “additional steps to
encrypt [the information]

or otherwise secure it.

implementing reasonable access

control measures to limit the

ability of an unauthorized

person to access a consumer’s

device, data or even the

consumers network

monitor products
throughout the life cycle

be forthright in their

representations about providing

ongoing security updates and

software patches

Disclosing the length of time

companies plan to support and

release software updates for a

given product

Data Minimization Notice
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